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Step-by-step color photos for all areas of matting and framing; the information is complete, accurate,

and up-to-date. This book includes top-notch instructions for archival framingÃ¢â‚¬â€•the correct

methods and materials for preserving photos and artwork for posterity. The author also provides

inspiration and helpful examples to show people how to display their artwork using basic design

principles in a manner that is easily grasped. There are important techniques to follow for

successÃ¢â‚¬â€•even the basic mechanics of hanging a picture.
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Kistler, Vivian Carli. The Complete Photo Guide to Framing and Displaying Artwork. Creative Pub:

Quayside. 2009. c.192p. illus. index. ISBN 978-1-58923-422-2. pap. $24.99. ART

INSTRUCTIONFraming can potentially enhance a work of art or destroy an artistÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

intentions. Kistler, a leading framing expert and author of numerous books and articles on the

subject, teaches the do-it-yourselfer to frame like a pro. Hundreds of photos illustrate conservation

matting, working with premade elements or frame-building from scratch, glazing, and hanging. --

Library Journal, July 2009

Vivian Carli Kistler is a leading picture framing expert and in worldwide demand. She owned and

operated a large retail gallery and frame shop for over twenty years. Vivian is the author of



numerous books and videos, including the seven-volume Library of Professional Picture Framing.

Her monthly articles appear in Art World News, Picture Framing Magazine and Profile magazine.

Quite a comprehensive introduction to framing that goes on to cover more complex and challenging

aspects of framing paintings on fabric to 3D objects. Equipment required for creating mat cutouts for

you pictures is well covered and explained pretty well. I don't know if you could call this the definitive

framing publication, but it's a pretty good starter for beginners, such as myself, and should enthuse

you to delve deeper into the creation of your own frames. I think that the chapter on frame styles for

various artworks is important, though perhaps a bit light, as it's an important consideration when

you're trying to determine the look of your artwork as some frames just don't look right for certain

images. Overall it's a very good and quite readable book and I'd thoroughly recommend it. Given a

bit more technical detail I'd have given this 5 stars and my rating of 4 stars should be read as 4+.

Good, easy to read and use guide on framing. Runs the entire gamut of framing. Decent price when

I bough it.

A lot of info with great pictures to help you see what is going on. I would recommend this to anyone

like me who is a beginner wanting to know how to frame your pictures or art work.

this is a good introductory book into picture framing. It's not fancy or hyper technical, but it gives a

very good overview and a good source listing for supplies and how to use them. I would not

recommend it as a reference to an expert framer, but from novice to intermediately experienced

framers, this is a good intro and reference.

If you have framing experience, this book won't tell you much you don't already know. If you are

new to framing, this is a good overview with excellent photos.

A great overview of framing.

I absolutely love this Guide. I have not tried all the projects because I am just starting to frame some

of my own photos, but the book is excellent with great instructions and illustrations.

This is a well-written introduction to framing with enough detail to allow a novice to get started. The



lists of sources for tools and materials is extremely helpful. This is my first Kindle book purchase

and, with a few caveats, my experience with it has been positive.
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